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WEDDING COLOR
CHAPTER

Choosing the Perfect Palette

The Power of Color—who among us has not purchased a pair of shoes or
an article of clothing just because we LOVED the color? It is the most impactful of
all the design elements. Color affects our body, mind, and mood. There is a reason
that red cars get the most tickets!
Color is very personal and choosing the right color palette can take your wedding
from ordinary to extraordinary. It plays a vital role in planning a wedding, as it
guides all major decisions: clothing, flowers, linens, invitations, etc. Not confident
with color? You will be when you finish this chapter!
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Choosing the
“One way to make yourself stand out from the crowd is by using color in ways nobody
Josef Albers
else thought of.”

Step 1 - Color Basics

harmony on the following page. After
that, try your hand at mixing colors by
applying the designer color secrets.

Familiarize yourself with these basic
color terms, the color wheel, and color

Color Terms
HUE - pure color

TINT - lighter versions of
a pure color

VALUE - lightness or

darkness of a color
SATURATION - dullness

SHADE - darker versions
of a pure color

or brightness of a color
(pure color vs. muted/grayed color)

TONE - dulled or muted
color (grayed)

T H E C O LO R W HE E L
Use this color wheel with the hamonies and secrets that follow.

All colors are the friends of their neighbors
and the lovers of their opposites.” Marc Chagall
Warm Colors

Cool Colors

(yellow, orange, red) advance and
are associated with happiness,
high energy, excitement . . .

(green, blue, purple) recede and
are associated with calm,
nature, and nobility.

Helpful Hint: Colors in their
natural order create the simplest color
harmony, like the rainbow. Thus, the
closer colors are on the color wheel,
the more harmonious.

The further away you get, the more
contrast created. Contrast is the
drama queen of design, and when
done right, can be very striking.

* based on the color wheel by George Field in his book Chromatics.
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Color
Harmony
“Why do two colors, put one next to the other, sing? Can one really explain this?”
Pablo Picasso

Colors are relative—when you put them togethe,r they affect one another. Like music, you want to create harmony
when you choose your palette. Here are some tried-and-true harmonies:
1. MONOCHROMATIC - shades and tints of
one color only.
2. ANALOGOUS - two or three colors that are
next to one another on the color wheel. The
closer colors are on the color wheel (like the
rainbow), the more harmonious they are.
3. COMPLEMENTARY - colors that are directly
opposite one another on the color wheel. This
scheme will give you strong contrast, which can
be gorgeous. Choose wisely though, as direct
complements can actually make your eyes
vibrate. The key is to tone one color down (tint or
shade) or choose a second color that is one or two
colors over from the complement.

*This magazine cover combines a blue heart on an orange-red
background, which actually causes our eyes and the heart to
vibrate. Just moving over a spot on the color wheel to a
violet-blue creates more harmony.

4. SPLIT-COMPLEMENTARY - one color plus
the two colors that lie on either side of its
complement.

5. TRIAD - three colors that form an equilateral
triangle on the color wheel (equidistant from
one another).

6. TETRAD - four colors that form a square
on the color wheel (equidistant from one another).

*CAHIERS D'ART, 1936
Coeurs Volants (Fluttering Heart), designed by Marcel Duchamp.
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How to Combine Random Colors With No Fear
Let’s Say You Want A Blush Wedding—it has been your lifelong dream and your signature
color. Your partner wants to use the colors of his favorite sports team. You think the colors are
hideous. What do you do? Nature does this beautifully and so can you!

2
1

Mimic Nature - make
one color dominant
and the others accent.

3

Mix Values - use lighter
or darker values of the
colors (like these pastels).

Vary the Saturation - Choose
a subdued or grayed version
of the colors.

Reference: The Language of Visual Art: Perception as a Basis for Design by Jack Fredrick Myers
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How to Harmonize Complements

1.

2.

Choose two complementary
colors from the color wheel.

3.
4.

For each color, choose a tint or a
shade that is the opposite in value.

Add a saturated or dull version
of each of the two main colors
for a total of six colors.

Now add SPARKLE - choose a color
that is two or three spots over on the
color wheel from one of the main colors
(use the Triad here). Try moving over two
or three colors from the red-violet and then try
it from the blue. Both the blue-green and the
orange make this palette sing!

References: The Munsell Color System: A Language for Color by Joy Turner Luke & Color by Betty Edwards
Tool No. 3 . . . Wedding Color
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Leeya & Lernmond both had a strong point of view. She
wanted blush with accents of silver and gold—he wanted
deep blues and black. We were able to use some of the
resources below to pull colors from their inspiration photos.
The couple decided to use the blues in their lighting. The
banquet hall will be amber lit as the couple enters and
slowly transition to the deep blues as night falls.

Primary Wedding Colors

Accent Palette

Step 2 - Color Resourses
Now that you are armed and dangerous with all
of this color expertise, you need to collect some

color inspiration from which to pull your palette.
Here is a list of our favorite sources of color.

DIY/Hands-On Color Resourses

Tech Color Resources

There are so many places to go for color samples and
inspiration. Here are some of our favorites:
• Color chips from paint & home stores
• Nature (grab your camera and look closely)
• Magazines (home & design mags have color issues)
• Fine art/museums/travel

Apps
• myPantone*
• Palettes Pro
• Color Stream
Websites
http://www.cssdrive.com/imagepalette/
This site will pull colors & generate a palette from any photo

Books
• A Book of Colors by Shigenobu Kobayashi
• Color Image Scale by Shigenobu Kobayashi
• Color Index by Jim Krause
• Color Index 2 by Jim Krause
• PANTONE*: Color - Messages & Meanings
by Leatrice Eiseman

http://www.theperfectpalette.com/
Wonderful color resouce for brides
http://www.dessy.com/pantone/chiplette/
Pantone chips for matching wedding colors
http://kuler.adobe.com/#
Can view others palettes &mix your own colors and apply
harmonies to them

*Pantone Matching System is an international, systemized color
system used by the many design industries to communicate
accurate color information. When you see a color chip with the
words Pantone followed by a number, say 630, designers and
manufacturers all over the world know the exact shade of blue to
use. Ask around and see if a designer friend has a Pantone Color
Guide or fan book or use the apps or websites listed here.

Tool No. 3 . . . Wedding Color

http://colorschemedesigner.com/
This site has a color wheel that lets you mix all the different
harmonies
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❑ METALLIC

❑ COMBO

❑ EARTHY

❑ LIGHT & AIRY

INTENSE

❑ DARK &

(Understated)

(Earthtones)

❑ ALL WHITE

❑ SUBDUED

❑ NEUTRAL

❑ RICH JEWEL TONES

❑ VIVID

❑ COOL

❑ BLACK & WHITE

❑ PASTEL

Are You

❑ WARM

Are You

Th e B r i d e ’ s

❑ COLOR

2nd COLOR

❑ TOUCH OF

❑ IVORY

❑ WHITE

Dress Color

Season, Venue, or
Cultural Colors

Write Pantone
or Color Number

Place Color Swatch
at top of each

Accent Colors

Two Main

Bride’s
Color Choices

the total down to three to five colors max. Give Chart 3B to
your partner to do the same. Using your new color knowledge,
you will then combine and harmonize both of your choices
on Chart 4.

Your Favorite or
Signature Colors

swatches to this chart. Factor in any seasonal colors (will the
church be filled with poinsettias, etc.), the colors of your
venue, as well as your family or cultural colors. Then, narrow

INSTRUCTIONS: Make your color choices and add

❑ VIVID

❑ SUBTLE

❑ RICH JEWEL TONES

❑ DARK & INTENSE

❑ LIGHT & AIRY

❑ COOL

❑ NEUTRAL

❑ BLACK & WHITE

❑ ALL WHITE

❑ METALLIC

❑ COMBO

❑ EARTHY

❑ PASTEL

Are You

❑ WARM

Are You

Th e G r o o m ’ s

❑ ACCENT COLOR

❑ TAN OR WHITE

❑ GRAY

❑ NAVY

❑ BLACK

Tux/Suit

Season, Venue, or
Cultural Colors

Write Pantone
or Color Number

Place Color Swatch
at top of each

Accent Colors

Two Main

Grooms’s
Color Choices

the total down to three to five colors max. Give Chart 3A to
your partner to do the same. Using your new color knowledge,
you will then combine and harmonize both of your choices
on Chart 4.

Your Favorite or
Signature Colors

INSTRUCTIONS: Make your color choices and add
swatches to this chart. Factor in any seasonal colors (will the
church be filled with poinsettias, etc.), the colors of your
venue, as well as your family or cultural colors. Then, narrow

❑ MONOCHROMATIC
❑ ANALOGOUS

❑ SPLIT COMPLEMENTARY
❑ TETRAD

to the final, exclusive wedding palette page. Add Pantone
numbers if you have them.

❑ NO FAIL RANDOM
❑ HARMONIZE COMPLMENTS-

colors, try the last three Harmonies and the Harmonizing
Complements trick. Work and rework and reduce down to two to
five colors at most. Trust your eye—if the colors vibrate or fall flat,
then you need to try another harmony. Finesse them until they please

Step 3 - Attach final color samples, swatches, or photos

❑ TRIAD
❑ COMPLEMENTARY

Now apply one of the color harmonies or secrets to these colors.
Adjust where necessary (go lighter, darker, more subdued, etc.).
If you have only chosen one to three colors, work with the first five
Harmonies or the No Fail Secret. If you chose four to seven

Step 2 - From Garish to Gorgeous

drama queen). Yellow text on white paper is hard to read
so we paired a gorgeous, embossed daisy paper for the
invitation folder and a deeper yellow-gold for the text on
the invitations, menus, table cards, etc.

GROOM’S/PARTNER’S PALETTE

Helpful Hint: Even if you only choose one or two colors,
you want to have some accents. Here is why—I once
worked with a bride who chose yellow (daisies) as her color.
We added a darker yellow-gold to provide contrast (the

Step 1 - Merge the two palettes and choose your favorite five to seven colors.

BRIDE’S/PARTNER’S PALETTE
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COLOR
MAIN COLORS

ACCENT COLORS
SWATCHES, PANTONE NUMBERS, IMAGES, ETC.
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SPREAD THE WORD
If you have enjoyed this project, we would
appreciate it if you would kindly:
• Tweet about it
• Like us on Facebook
• Comment on our blog
• Share it with your friends.
They can download it for FREE
at www. weddingbrand.com
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TO THE TRADE . . .

Customized Workshops
We love working as part of a team and
are glad to let planners or store owners
take the lead. Let us design a custom
wedding workshop for brides that can
showcase your venue or place of business.
Contact us at info@weddingbrand.com
to discuss the possibilities.

Check Out our Blog
Where you will find posts like:

How to Design a Gorgeous Wedding
Invitation, Parts I & II

At WeddingBrand, we want to feature
meaningful, SIGNATURE WEDDING
EXPERIENCES as opposed to the “cookie
cutter” or formula wedding—trend-setting
as opposed to trend-following. We
welcome unique, cultural, and beautiful
weddings of all budgets and sizes. The
perfect submission would be editorial
(magazine-worthy) photos that reflect a
couple’s unique brand, vision, and color
story. We consider both REAL
WEDDINGS and STYLED SHOOTS.

OUR BOOK IS IN THE WORKS
WeddingBrand

For instructions on how to submit, visit

weddingbrand.com/submissions

DESIGN YOUR SIGNATURE WEDDING
A Strategic Wedding Workbook
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Share Your Palette
high resolution jpgs (900 pixels wide and 72 dpi)
are the preferred formats. Or pin it on Pinterest
and tag WeddingBrand. We will notify you if
yours is selected for our site.

ould you like your wedding palette to be
considered for our website? Set up a Dropbox
account (www.dropbox.com) and send us an
invitation that will allow us to access it. A pdf file or
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